


A30 COU NTRY MAN

Ideally suited to work in town or
country. this is a light deliver_v
van which can be quickly converted
to serve as a famil_v saloon! Like
all A305. it is powered by a lively
O.H.V. engine and equipped with
powerful hydraulic brakes.
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SALOON

This. the lowest priced car in the Austin range. lacks
nothing in equipment or performance. lts proportions are
such that. driving. parking or manoeuvring bCCOl1\t.'\
simplicit) itself. while the interior provides ample travelling
comfort for four people vvith generous luggage space in
the rear boot.
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SALOON

This delightful little car has four forward opening doors
permitting free access to any seat without disturbance of
other passengers.
Pleasing to drive with a lively performance and
amazing economy. the A30 provides motoring at its
brightest and best for the family of moderate means.
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A90 “ Six " WESTMINST

Stylishly designed and
constructed. this saloon
is admirably suited to
the requirements of the
business executi\c. The
elegance of the roomy
interior and the positi\e
ease of control. well
matched by the sparkling
performance of its six-
c_\linder O.H.V. engine,

- make the Westminster
~- a toy to handle.
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A tine. compactly built car, neatl_\ upholstered and
tinished in a modern range of CO|Ollf\ to most pleasing taste.

A4() and ASQ CA M BRIDGE SALQQ N Esceedingly comfortable and stllc to handle. the Cambridge
can he supplied with either the L200 c.c. A40 engine or
the A50 unit of 1,500 c.c. capacity.
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R SALOON
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Here indeed is perfection for the sports car enthusiast!
The scintillating performance of this car is “ellI DN'H pro\ed b) the number of its successes in competiti\e
events. On road o_r track the Austin-Heal-e) ‘l00' can
he relied upon for tast_ safe and dependable tra\el
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Al35 PRINCESS ||| L.W.B. |_|MoD"siNs

Most luxuriously equipped. this. the aristocrat of the Austin range, is
awlessly built throughout.
Delightfully pleasing to handle, its smooth performance and dignified
appearance make it ideally suited to private or ceremonial occasions.
A similar coachbuilt saloon without the centre glass partition is also
available on the long wheelbase chassis, while a smaller version of each
type of coaehwork is also produced on a short wheelbase chassis.
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In the vast Austin Car Assembly Building at
‘,1 Lon bridge. every conceivable automatic device

? ' - install romoto speedy, yet accurate.
. , . ‘-~ ‘ ' . Completed in I951,I ‘ " _' ' 0

» ‘buildings of itsQ‘
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trimmed bodies are directed by conveyor belt' through a system of underground passages to
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their relevant pick-up point immediately beneath
the main car assembly _tracks.
From_ here. each unit IS elevated from below and
electrically timed to drop recisel into its ri htP Y 8position at the right moment’ The precision with
which such automation can be controlled from onc
central svutch panel achieves a unique standard
isation of vehicle productionvol‘ the highest order,-I ‘ which contributes in no small wzi I ' '

'7' ‘ y to upho ding.‘ " Austin dependability.
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